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old copper kettle (no longer available to its owners at the Diggiag*
for boiling water in on account of its leakiness) which one of the
ingenious party industriously filed up into " gold-dust" and sold to
a new-comer at a "ruinous sacrifice" just enabling himself and
friends to " clear out."

The Explorer's Test-case has been designed with a view to pre-
vent such mistakes, and to enable an ordinarily intelligent emigrant
or traveller without any previous knowledge of mineralogy to ascer-
tain, by a few characteristic and simple tests, the nature of the
mineral products he may meet with, or be possibly surrounded by.
It is not intended for the practical mineralogist or geologist, though
doubtless to many of the latter it would be found to be an exceed-
ingly useful travelling companion; but is adapted to guide the
amateur and novice. The oase and accompanying key are evidently
designed by an experienced hand, one who has felt the want of such
appliances whilst travelling in strange countries. It contains amongst
other items, blowpipe, tools, and reagents, test-tubes, acids, am-
monia, forceps, pliers, file, anvil, hammer, small balance with grain
weights for finding specific gravity, materials for determining hard-
ness, horse-shoe magnet, and pocket lens; and includes an explana-
tory key to the use of the whole. It is contained in a light, neat, but
strong leather case and occupies only a small space (about the size of
an ordinary octavo volume), a great recommendation to travellers of
all classes.

We can have no hesitation in saying that with this test-case and
key u'sed intelligently, no settler need be without a fair knowledge
of the minerals found on his property or within his district, and
travellers would be able to tell us something more than they now do
of the surface mineralogy of a new country, and save themselves the
encumbrance of rook and mineral specimens which often turn out to
be useless to themselves and every one else.

II.—THE MINEBALOGIST'S DIEECTOET ; or, a Guide to the Principal
Mineral Localities in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland. By TOWNSHEND M. HALL, F. G. S. 8VO., pp. 168.
London, 1868: E. Stanford.

rpHIS work is the first attempt to produce a list of all the minerals
X found at any given locality in the United Kingdom, and will
be welcomed by all searchers after mineral specimens, whether pro-
fessional or amateur. It is necessarily, to a very great extent, a
compilation from lists published in the Transactions and Journals
of various societies, papers in scientific periodicals, catalogues of
museums, etc., involving an immense amount of labour, which only
those who have endeavoured to ascertain the productions of one
locality will appreciate. A list of the principal books used in this
work will be found at the commencement of the volume. We are
glad to find .evidence of a careful scrutiny into some alleged localities
for rare species, resulting sometimes in their exclusion.

Unlike its continental forerunners, the Mineralogical Lexicon for
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the Kingdom of Austria by Professor Zepharovich, and the Minerals
of Switzerland by Dr. A. Kenngott,—both of •which include under each
locality a description of the mode of occurrence, associated minerals,
etc., of each species,-'—this Directory is a simple statement of locali-
ties; and though there are many omissions and a few errors, it will
ptobably be found by many to be nearly as useful a work for
British, as the more elaborate Continental ones are for Swiss and
Austrian localities.

With regard to the old Cornish term for a mine, Huel, the author
flays, " Huel probably became corrupted first from its similarity of
sound with the Saxon weal, especially as mines were looked upon as
a fertile source of weal or wealth. This next became wheal, and so,
having- lost its original significStion, a double corruption has some-
times crept in, as Wheal Maria Mine, where the word 'mine' is thus
repeated twice." It is time that this error should be corrected, and
accordingly Huel has been adopted throughout as the correct spelling;
the word still being in use in many parts of Brittany with the same
meaning.

The introduction includes a table of the- mineral speoies found in
the British Isles, accompanied with the essential constituents of each
and their amounts.

The mineral localities are grouped in the same county around
tfreir respieetivfe post-towns, with the exception of those of Cornwall,
which, owing to the great number of mines, are referred to their
respective parishes. Ih all cases where positively known, the forma-
tion is given, another point of interest in such a list.

Preceding an appendix, which includes a list of geological forma-
tions with the minerals peculiar to Or characteristic of their respective
strata, is a list of localities of pseudomorphs, to- which certainly
numerous additions will have to be made.

Such a work as this has long been a desideratum, and Mr. Hall
may be Congratulated on having succeeded so* well in bringing his
heterogeneous and often contradictory materials into so intelligible
a shape.

We only hope that the author's request with regard to omissions
or errors will b© liberally responded to- by local collectors and
otherB, in order that the next edition, which is promised, may repre-
sent more completely atill tibe mineral productions of all British
localities.

IIL—THB LIFTED AND- SUBSIDED ROOKS OF AMEBICA, WITH THEIB
INFLUENCE ON THB OoBANIO ATMOSPHERIC AND IiAND-CtTBBENTS,
AND THB DIBSHIBUTION o* BACKS. By GrKO. CATLIN. London,
1860. Svapp. 228. Trubner & Co, 8 and 60, Paternoster Bow.

/RATLIN, the hero of our boyhood, the historian of the North
\J American Indians, comes before us here in a new character,
as a writer on physical geology, geography, and ethnography; and
although we confess to a feeling of fond regret in not meeting with

;le buffalo-hunt, or a Pawnee chief in his war-paint in the book


